Neuronal response sensitivity to bidirectional off-vertical axis rotations: a dimension of imbalance in the bilateral vestibular nuclei of cats after unilateral labyrinthectomy.
In decerebrate cats after acute hemilabyrinthectomy, the response sensitivity of extracellularly recorded vestibular nuclear neurons on the lesioned and labyrinth-intact sides were examined quantitatively during constant velocity off-vertical axis rotations with an aim to elucidate the functional contribution of otolithic inputs to the ipsilateral and contralateral vestibular nuclei. The bidirectional response sensitivity, delta, was determined as the ratio of the gain during clockwise to that during counterclockwise rotations. A continuum of response sensitivity was identified: one-dimensional neurons showed symmetrically bidirectional response patterns, while two-dimensional neurons showed asymmetrically bidirectional patterns that in some cases approached unidirectional patterns with change in velocity. The proportion of two-dimensional neurons was significantly increased after acute hemilabyrinthectomy. Two-dimensional neurons that responded only to one direction of rotation in at least one of the velocities tested were described as unidirectional neurons. This unidirectional response pattern was observed in one-third of the entire neuronal population studied, but not in cats with both labyrinths intact, thus suggesting that such prominent broadly tuned responses are normally masked by converging otolithic inputs from the contralateral side. These neurons were found in higher proportion on the lesioned side than on the labyrinth-intact side. Among the 70% of unidirectional neurons that exhibited bidirectional response at some velocities and unidirectional response at others, prominent shifts in delta values (i.e. between 0/infinity and finite values) with velocity can be computed for each neuron. The shifts in delta values correlated with large shifts in the response dynamics and spatial orientation as the response pattern changed with velocity. The response orientations of the unidirectional neurons pointed in all directions on the horizontal plane. When all the two-dimensional neurons (i.e. both the unidirectionally and bidirectionally responsive ones) were pooled, imbalances in the distribution of the response orientations and in response gain were found between the ipsilateral-side-down/head-down half-circle and the contralateral-side-down/head-up half-circle on the labyrinth-intact side, but not on the lesioned side. These results, derived from spatiotemporal processing of gravitational signals, reveal a novel dimension of imbalance between neuronal populations in the two vestibular nuclear complexes after acute lesion of one labyrinth. This feature would provide, on the one hand, deranged cues of spatial orientation and direction during slow head excursions and, on the other, a framework for the dynamic behavioral deficits associated with hemilabyrinthectomy.